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        Partner 
Difficulty Level:  Difficult

Math Operations:  A, S
Time:   15+ min

OBJECTIVES:  To uncover all numbers on the game board.

MATERIALS: 
 2 copies  -10 to +24 game boards with marking tools 
 4 markers per player 
 4 dice (3 regular, 1 with special directions)

BEST USE:   Review addition and subtraction by creating negative and positive numbers.

RULES:

1.  Use a prepared special die which has the following directions:

  2 turns, lose turn, double your total, only add, only subtract, 2 turns

2.  Select 4 numbers. Place your markers on those squares.

3.  Roll the 4 dice. Read aloud and follow the directions on the special die. Then begin creating 
     problems using the numbered dice as allowed by the directions on the special die. 

4.  If you are able, create 1-4 math problems. Remove the marker for each matching problem 
    you create. Then circle that number to show you’ve created a problem for that number.

  OR

    If you are UNABLE to create any problems, or when you can’t think of any ways to uncover   
    your other numbers, you turn ends.

5.  Leave your markers on any numbers you were unable to uncover. Use them on your next 
turn with any markers you have left to place on your game board..

6.  The game ends when time runs out or when a player circles every number on the game 
board.

OPTIONS: 
 Roll 5 regular dice plus the special die.
 Create a different special die showing:
   with number above 6
  2 minus signs, 2 plus signs, lose turn, extra turn

Uncover Your Numbers



-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1

2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24

Uncover Your Numbers

+ or - + + =
Use 1, 2 or 3 dice

+ or - ++ =
Use 1 or 2 diceCombine 2 dice

+ or - + + =
Use 1 dieCombine 3 dice


